
Music Room

Taeyeon - weekend

Interactive VR
experiences

tailored to how
you experience

music.

Open a room.
Immerse yourself

in the sublime. 

Visualize the
emotions from

listening to a
song. 



Blueprint
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Headset Bodysuit Music Room

Using a combination of sensors
in the VR headset and in the bodysuit,

an AI algorithm builds the virtual
environment. 

The sensors track
information like body 

temperature, heart rate, 
and facial expressions. 

As the information picked up 
by the sensors change, the 

environment created can
also change. 

Pictures of people or 
scenery can be preloaded

to give the AI more information.

This preloaded information
is combined with musical

elements such as genre and
tempo of the song to create

the starting point. 

As your room unravels
around you, get lost in the

musical vibes. 

As your body responds to
the music and as the music
itself changes, your room

will evolve and grow! 



Features
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All your rooms are saved on
the cloud where you can

easily access and
experience it all again! 

Music Room also allows you
to invite friends and family

to experience the room you
created. You can even

create a room with multiple
people!  

Your privacy is also very
important as music rooms
are a private experience.

While rooms are stored on
the cloud, it is encrypted
with you the user holding
the key. As a user, you will

have total control over who
enters your room. 

The interactiveness of the
rooms means that physical 

 and mental fatigue will
naturally discourage users

from spending too much
time using the rooms. This
exhaustion is also directly
translated into how rooms
are generated furthering

this aspect. 

Experience
the

musicality of
your mind. 



Manifesto
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Music Room is designed
around how one

experiences music. We as
humans attach emotions

and memories to songs that
we listen to. 

Building on this experience,
Music Room allows a person
to be with themselves and

fully interact with these
emotions. 

The system doesn't
compound the emotion,

but rather, gives the user
a new perspective on it.

Allowing for a moment of
self reflection and self

love. 

Embrace the music.
Embrace yourself.


